Divergent proliferative responses to a gastrin receptor ligand in synchronized and unsynchronized rat pancreatic AR42J tumour cells.
Depending upon experimental model, the CCK-B/gastrin receptor ligand CI-988 exhibits either agonist or antagonist activity. To confirm that CI-988 behaves as an antagonist toward gastrin-stimulated growth, its effects on cell proliferation were investigated in unsynchronized and synchronized AR42J rat pancreatic tumour cells. In unsynchronized cultures CI-988 alone had no effect, but inhibited gastrin-stimulated cell proliferation. In contrast, in synchronized cultures, CI-988 stimulated cell proliferation. Similarly, CI-988 inhibited gastrin-stimulated cAMP production in unsynchronized cells, but stimulated cAMP formation in synchronized cultures. Therefore, CI-988 stimulation of cAMP production and proliferation in AR42J cell cultures appears to be cell cycle-dependent. CI-988 inhibited gastrin-stimulated intracellular calcium ([Ca2+]i) mobilization in both populations and thus acted as an antagonist toward this pathway. Because CCK receptor densities and affinities were similar in both cell populations, the data suggest that CI-988's divergent effects on cell proliferation are governed by postreceptor signalling events which vary with cell cycle.